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THE ENDLESS TRAIL
( by Lukas Malzan)

WALKING IN SILENCE
Taking a walk in silence was not a new experience for me, since I’ve had the habit to take long walks
without companionship throughout my whole life, always with the goal to revisit a certain state of
mind, or to reveal a new one. Discovering new ways, or something hidden at the old ones, always ignite my inspiration, so I set out to revisit a place that I discovered on one of my earlier expeditions to
see what it would reveal to me now that I had changed. I packed a small knife, some smoking goods,
a bottle of water and a permanent marker, and went off on my way.
Halfway there though, I was more and more feeling the need to leave the path. My last visit to that
place hasn’t been long, my emotions were still fresh and the idea of repeating myself soon became
unbearable.
In that moment I realised my path split up in two directions: one of them I’d never followed before.
It must have slipped my observation because now as I saw it, it filled my chest with excitement- I
knew where it would lead me to! I had seen this path from the highway before and it seemed to lead
into a nature park outside the city.
With a new direction and an uncertain goal, as well as the potential dread ahead to break out of the
highly restrictive city centre of Maastricht, as well as to refuel myself surrounded by nature, I realised that this was where my journey began.

THE BIRD RESERVOIR
Soon after I left my set way behind, my path was heading onto a bridge that crossed the nearby
highway. As I was walking up, I recognised a strange looking terrain surrounded by the bridge and
highway on one side, and some woods on the other. The view revealed what appeared to be a bird
sanctuary, telling by the variety of water birds nestling and tolling around in artificially constructed
ponds. Regardless – maybe even complimented by the human made order, the habitat seemed to be
in a perfect ecological balance – almost nature like and surrounded by fences – literally untouchable.
Even the reeds seemed to follow the structures of the parallel ponds by growing in thin straight rows
along the edges. Something satisfying to see. This order getting reinforced by the wild nature that
flourished around it. It reminded me of the theories of Mandelbrot and how nature can, in the way
it grows, reveal something about the structures surrounding them. Fractals - the very essence of our
existence, the repetitive patterns of nature, and the genetic origin of every Matter, Structure or even
thought we are able to have. What does it reveal? In the end, every artwork that can be created can at
the same time be described by fractals – it is the code between the lines that allows us to see relations on a level that logic couldn’t grasp, and words could not describe. Too abstract - too fundamental. Archetypes, figures, icons, symbols - they all can be reduced to their structure – to the way they
react on each other – their relative potential.

A small house in the back area of the terrain caught my attention. I had already seen it from a distance, and its appearance resonated in a weird but strangely familiar state of mind. There was something about this – the cheap uncovered concrete bricks, the flat roof that closed off the building like
a black lid. The pink industrial window frames. Images of day-care centres and research facilities
– all kinds of quickly built post-war facilities that share this banal flair flashed up before my mind’s
eye – yet it looked pleasing – yet exciting! Especially for someone who disrespects the boundaries of
public property in the way I do.
But what would it ask me to do? Paint on it? To leave my own image so that it would become part of
the composition? Create and place an object so that it would actually become a part of this habitat?
Or something more obvious, like working there as a bird researcher? Or just doing something that the
place was not intended for, to show it its own potential?
All those things so unreachable – even if I could reach them by climbing over the fence, I’d have to
do them at night, and it wouldn’t be the same place anymore. So, what is it that makes the space so
relevant? That makes me want to connect myself to that energy – that aesthetic flair? Is it enough to
look at it as an inspiration – an entity that I got to meet in these unexpected circumstances, that in
any way, that I relate myself to it, will thank me by sharing a bit of its soul?

THE BULLSTALL
I continued my walk to reach the top of the bridge from where my view opened up to a small nature
park situated right on the other side of the highway. The image was stunning, the magnificent beauty
of the scenery went far beyond my expectations, a green field with a school of birch trees scattered
around a small pond that raised about its edges to fade into the grass surrounding it. Untamed bushes
marking a natural border to the wilderness that gives shelter for its inhabitants. A small winded path
led right through the park that was enclosed just by a half-height willow fence with gates designed to
let people pass, while hindering the wildlife from escaping.
When I reached the gate, I recognised a signboard reading ‘Nazareth National Park’. It also declared
the rules of the place. One of those caught my attention as it read ‘Keep a distance of 30 meters to
the bulls!’ Could it be true? Would they have animals of that size just roaming around freely in here?
As I entered the park, I immediately felt like trespassing. My senses sharpened, listening to every
crack, looking for the tiniest movements.
And there he was: a massive black bull, pondering along the way – peacefully, enjoying the richness
of the grass that he grazes, maybe 50 metres ahead – not even taking a notice of me, the intruder.
The archetype of the peaceful beast – a presence bigger than the bull itself, casts its shadow over this
place and fills it with tension.
Of all the peacefulness that this enchanted place accumulated, it made clear to me that it could turn
into hell for those who would not respect its rules.
The bull stopped and laid down, blocking the only path. A decision had to be made: turning around to
walk on the street or passing the giant. The bull still seemed calm and busy with itself, and as I had
experience with animals of that kind, as I knew about their persistent nature, I deemed it safe enough
to pass around it, carefully trying not to scare nor assault the mighty mammal.

THE UNDERPASS
As I walked on, my way led me through everchanging terrains: here street, there bushes and fields,
more bulls, ducks and birds with long beaks, willows, creeks, bridges, and fences guiding me along
the landscape.
Another gate, another little nature park – this time more open, directly next to a train station. The
trainline as a border cutting through the park, elevated by an embankment. The path let me to the
next gate, where it would lead through an underpass.
I was keen to see the place since underpasses generally tend to be the places to find expressive art
such as graffiti. They are the kind of generic places in between a building and a public space that are
overseen by most, yet they are special in their atmosphere. They give a piece of freedom to the mind.
Not yet claimed, not yet cultivated.
The underpass turned out to consist of multiple elements completely made from concrete. Instead of
a ceiling, there was an open gap between the rails above, through which light would fall inside onto
a little creek following along the path, allowing water plants to grow in it. The floating water and the
greens that broke the sunlight instantly gave the blank concrete walls a romantic flair, romantic in the
most classical way. Again the urge arises to connect myself, to embrace the experience.
In the past, Graffiti has always described this connection. It allowed me to respond – to leave something behind in order to take something from it that I can call my own. Sometimes subtle sometimes
bold, still always respecting the nature of the place.
Srtiving for this connection is also what fuels my art. Creating Objects that accumulate a certain
energy.
Not “in order to-” but ordered by it. Art reinvorcing itself through us - gaining access to our world
and filling it with meaning, giving poetry its beauty and songs their impact.
What is this “thing” that it all relates to - that makes things special? That makes them corespond with
something inside of us?

We all strive for it in our own ways - the thrill, the sublime, fullfillment, connection, happiness...
It can be found in anything as long as our perspective reveals it to us. As long as we are open to receive it. You can call it Soul, Vibe, Love or even God. The very essence of Life.
I wonder how many people will be able to see this in my work, in these times, where art became
a drug to control the consumer: a weapon taken from the heart of the people that now gets aimed
against them. Art became corrupted. Instead of woreshiping it we use it. We still connect our selfs
but through consumption instead of production. We take more than what we give. No commitment,
only gain. A thrill that does not bring you closer to art, but closer to a new car or a pair of shoes, both
made for the life people want not the one they are living.
It is about changing reality - not by randomly altering or overlaying it but rather by reacting on it picking up on the beauty and sublimity of my own experiences and observations. Trying to contribute
to this world to make it reach the potential of its wildest stories.
My marker wouldn’t be enough to mark the walls, so I decided to leave a small tag at the smooth
panels by the entrance, and indeed I already felt closer. I sat down to reflect on what I had seen on
my way, and as I was blowing rings of smoke into the air, I revisited the steps along the path in my
mind trying to burn the impressions into my memory. Just another break on an endless trail.

